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 11-26-2005, 10:55 AM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Samsung MagicTune and Magic Rotation 

Samsung likes to call their stuff "Magic" I guess. MagicBright II, MagicColor, MagicZone, 
MagicTune, and MagicRotation are some examples. The latter, MagicTune and MagicRotation, are 
sometimes difficult to find for download so check here. 
 
If you happen to have a Mac, to find and change the settings for MagicTune look in your 
Applications folder.
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Unregistered  Posts: n/
a 

Magic Rotation for Mac 

I have found MagicTune for Mac, but was unable to find MagicRotation for OS X, please, can you 
tell me if there is a link to it, in the Samsung site it's only available for Windows. I just bought a 
SyncMaster 940B with my G4. 
Thanks in advance. 
 
Javier
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 08-15-2006, 09:20 PM 

Thomas M. Wolf 
 

Technology Enthusiast

 

Join Date: Oct 2001
Posts: 543 

Javier, to my knowledge there is nothing from Samsung that supports Magic Rotation for OSX - 
sorry. 
 
I recall that when I tried it on my PC it actually made the computer run slower (CPU hit) just to 
draw the screens in portrait mode. For that reason I would not miss not having it that much.
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 11-11-2006, 07:18 AM 

shagbark  Posts: n/
a 

When I ran MagicRotation, it made my computer unable to start except in safe mode. It was 
hard to remove.
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Grygosh  Posts: n/
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Pan 

Quote:

Originally Posted by shagbark  
When I ran MagicRotation, it made my computer unable to start except in safe mode. It 
was hard to remove.

Me too,I saw the blue screen and then was computer restarted.Only safe mode was able to start 
system and then uninstall this app.I will never use this ****
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 03-31-2007, 11:59 PM 

Moocher  Posts: n/
a 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Grygosh  
Me too,I saw the blue screen and then was computer restarted.Only safe mode was able 
to start system and then uninstall this app.I will never use this ****

 
I have to rebuild my XP machine because I installed the driver for my Samsung 204B. The pc 
became unresponsive and as a result I had no choice but to rebuild. Attempted to uninstall the 
driver without any luck. 
 
Samsung must clean up their act!
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 06-21-2007, 12:58 AM 

Ahoy  
Registered User

 
Join Date: Jun 2007
Posts: 1 
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 Samsung MagicDestruction 

Quote:

Originally Posted by shagbark  
When I ran MagicRotation, it made my computer unable to start except in safe mode. It 
was hard to remove.

 
I had the same problem, the only way that I got a usable computer back was to start in same 
mode un-install those very destructive magic programs and then re-install my video card driver. 
I will never ever use any program made for / by Samsung again.
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